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its sister city relationship with
Zhuhai.
This upcoming July 8 will com- “[We] are great partners and
memorate the 28th year of Sur- we have enjoyed mutually benrey’s sisterhood with Zhuhai, eficial relations over the last 28
China. Since the relationship’s years. We look forward to the
inception, Surrey and Zhuhai many years ahead,” Kalaw says.
have shared a fruitful, symbiotic partnership that has only A relationship of respect
grown throughout the years. The sisterhood first came to
Zhuhai, named one of China’s fruition on July 8th, 1987, when
cities with the Highest Sense of an agreement was signed by the
Happiness, also tops the list of then-mayor of Surrey, Don Ross.
“Some benefits of our sister city
China’s Most Sustainable Cities.
relationship with the city of ZhuTracy Kalaw, business develop- hai include, but are not limited to,
ment liaison for the city of Surrey, cultural exchange, information
says that the city is very proud of sharing, create opportunities for
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ASL takes
the stage

When many cultures
become one

economic and community development,” Kalaw says.
In July of 2012, the cities of
Surrey and Zhuhai celebrated
25 of years being sister cities. To
celebrate the occasion, Surrey
hosted a special tree ceremony
in its iconic Holland Park for a
delegation from Zhuhai to honor
an age-old ritual of symbolic tree
planting ceremonies that spans
many countries and numerous
cultures, explains Kawlan. Placing a healthy, vibrant young tree
in the ground is a symbol of celebration- it represents respect,
hope, growth and continuity.
The ceremony was followed by a

Personal stories
and memories
revealed at DOXA
Page 9

lunch hosted by then-Mayor Dianne Watts, with a celebratory
cake and a tour of the new library
and future City Hall.
“It was a great visit that highlighted the great relationship
between the two cities,” says
Kawlan.

Thriving sisters

Part of the cities’ cultural endeavours over the years included
the Mayor’s Business Mission to
China in November of 2012, when
Mayor Watts visited Zhuhai.
“The delegation attended the
world renowned Zhuhai air show
See “Sister Cities” page 6

L

ately I’ve returned to
studying French in my
spare time. One of my workbooks contains a chapter entitled “French Culture,” which
outlines such topics as French
history, literature, art, music
and food.
“What is Canadian cuisine?” I remember asking
myself, stomach growling, as
I lingered over a picture of
a mouthwatering chocolate
croissant. Maple syrup and
poutine are among the few
go-to answers, but most Canadians will not attest to eating
either one of these items on a
regular basis. Our food is not
what makes us Canadian. So
what does make us Canadian?
Our literature or our music,
perhaps? I scratch my head in
an attempt to describe Canadian art. So I have to ask: does
Canada even have a culture?
Canada’s history has been
short, comparatively speaking. Although we accept that
the original inhabitants of this
country were First Nations
peoples, many of us don’t have
a detailed knowledge of their
customs and beliefs. Studies of
Aboriginal cultures have been
embarrassingly overlooked
in high school social studies
classes. Our laws are founded
on the ideas of European settlers from France and Great
Britain. More recently, immigrants, many of whom departed from China, India and the
Philippines, are bringing new
perspectives with them. Certainly, Canada is a combination of many diverse cultures,
but some people purport that
our multiculturalism equates
to our having no culture of our
own whatsoever.
I’ll admit that living in Vancouver can be isolating and
confusing at times. I see all
these cultural microcosms
and wonder where I, a multigenerational Canadian, fit
into the picture. But we are
See “Verbatim” page 8
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Identity through differences:
mentoring youth
by Florence Hwang

media and dance performance
techniques into a new individual
The suffering caused by feel- practice.
ing like an outcast drives media artist Sammy Chien. To Breaking down stereotypes
minimize this feeling for fu- Alongside his art work, Chien
ture generations, he keeps his has been involved in research,
fingers in many collaborative collaborations or mentorship in
pots. Chien deals with the con- projects that focus on the intetext of migration in social, historical, political and cultural
perspectives. His goal is to inspire the kids/youth/younger
generations who are growing
and developing their personalities, social values and finding
their dreams/goals.

“

moved with his family to a small
town in Nova Scotia after living
in New Mexico for a year.
“As a visible minority, it wasn’t
easy at all! I faced lots of a racism and cultural ignorance daily,”
says Chien.
The experience made him want
to prove he had more to offer than

In some way, I’m always training,
meditating and practicing to
make the world a better place.
Sammy Chien, media artist

Taiwan-born Chien is a Vancouver-based media artist/filmmaker who visits different cities
across the world, engaging with
the local culture and community
and exploring them in the context of migration and in relationship to movement and/or contemporary art.
“For me, in a way, I see [these
projects] as an opportunity for
us to find ways to bridge the
gaps in between our cultures

gration between art, science and
technology as well as engaging
with the local community.
Recently, he worked on a youth
education
workshop/project
with MachineNoisy in Revelstoke, who he also worked with
at 2012’s Queer Arts Festival. The
platform is for youth who are
finding their identity.
“We want to let them know that
it’s okay to think differently, to

those conservative/mainstream
stereotypes applied to him.
“I think we’ve suffered enough
from it. I know how it feels to be
the minority. To be pushed out of
the norm; to feel left out; to be
the outcast; to be considered as
aliens; strange, odd, no matter
in what level – could range from
a super obvious/direct to a very
subtle/unconscious polite level ...
but they can do a lot of damages
to your psyche, your soul – your
mental wellbeing as well,” says
Chien.

Photo courtesy of Sammy Chien

Philosophy through art

Sammy Chien and Ai Weiwei give the finger to injustice.

and our contemporary society,
with artistic practice and research,” says Chien, who seeks
to merge cinema, sound art, new
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Chien’s awareness of his surroundings gives him lots of
things to think about every day,
whether good or bad.
“I think about how to change
it; improve it; how to eliminate
these negative impacts, influences and bad impetus that’s destroying the ideal society, ideal
humanity, ideal world,” he says.
His constant thinking could
explain why he is interested in
so many themes and expresses
those thoughts.
“In some way, I’m not intentionally and actively constructing anything. In some way, I’m
always training, meditating and
practicing to make the world a
better place,” says Chien.
Chien was teaching a workshop when his brother, ShangHan Chien, mentioned they could
finally do more than just make
art for themselves, but also contribute to society and help people with their art.
“That’s very true, and it’s a really great feeling. It’s a feeling
that’s not just satisfaction (especially contentment to one’s ego),”
says Chien. “It is a great, positive
and bright feeling that felt larger
than me. Larger than who we are.
This value felt that it surpasses
any of the personal value we had
in the past.”

look different, be different from
others. It’s a very fun project for
me: to get to inspire younger kids
to bring interactive/new media
technology into our creative process,” he says.
He works with the queer scene
and many cultural/ethnic events.
He feels extremely lucky to have
the skill set and ideas to work For more information visit:
with this group. He’s able to iden- soar.is2.net/Sammy_Chien/
tify with them. As a teenager, he Main.html
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by Alison Chiang
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by Katrina Trask
During the annual Leadership
Recognition Awards held on
April 9th at the Terminal City
Club in Vancouver, the Immigrant Employment Council of
British Columbia (IEC-BC) gave
the Immigrant Serving Organization Leadership Recognition
Award to the Multilingual Orientation Service Association
for Immigrant Communities
(MOSAIC) for participating in
its MentorConnect program.
Eyob Naizghi, the executive director of MOSAIC, was on hand
to receive the Immigrant Serving Organization Leadership
Recognition Award from IEC-BC.
A refugee from Eritrea, Africa,

about Canada’s working culture,”
says Naizghi.

Leadership Recognition Awards

Naizghi notes that there are benefits of the mentoring program
that go beyond employment as
mentees have formed lifelong
friendships with each other. It
has also provided opportunities for employers to learn about
business practices from all over
the world, which Naizghi believes is an asset in a diverse city
like Vancouver.
MOSAIC was awarded witha
Leadership Recognition Award
for this work. The awards were
founded in 2015 by IEC-BC with
the goal of recognizing the innovation and commitment of its
partners, employers, immigrant

From left to right: Queenie Choo, Patricia Woroch and Eboy Naizghi.

Naizghi came to Canada 30 years
ago and joined MOSAIC in 1993 as
Director of the Settlement Services Department. He eventually
became the Executive Director of
MOSAIC in 2000.
MOSAIC and the
MentorConnect program

Photo courtesy of IEC-BB
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MOSAIC wins leadership
recognition award for the
MentorConnect Program

service organizations and professional members. Leadership
Recognition Award recipients
are selected on the basis of three
criteria: leadership, impact and
sustainability as related to immigrant inclusivity.
“Tapping into the expertise of
skilled immigrants is critical to
the province’s economic growth
and to the successful settlement
of new Canadians who make B.C.
their new home,” says Philip Steenkamp, IEC-BC Board Chair and
Vice President, External Relations
of Simon Fraser University, who
announced the award winners.
MOSAIC is only one of three organizations that were recognized
for their partnership with IEC-BC
through the MentorConnect program, with the other two being
Immigrant Services Society of BC
(ISSofBC) and S.U.C.C.E.S.S. ISSofBC and S.U.C.C.E.S.S, like MOSAIC, are social service agencies
that provide services to new immigrants. Naizghi says that the
award is not just about the success of individual organizations
but the success of a shared effort.
“It is very interesting that it is
bringing employers and immigrants together to work for the
success of newcomers and the
country’s economy,” says Naizghi.
In reaction to winning the
award, Naizghi says he feels honoured to be recognized for supporting immigrants. He is glad to
see many employers recognized
as leaders, for they all share the
same goal of encouraging other
employers to help immigrants
and refugees.

Founded in 1971, MOSAIC provides various multilingual programs, such as English language
training, that help immigrants
address settlement and integration issues in neighbourhoods
and workplaces. The organization’s objective is to help immigrants and refugees become
more active participants in society. Naizghi believes that MOSAIC’s objectives fit well with
IEC-BC’s aims, which is to help
immigrants and refugees obtain
employment.
“IEC-BC is an organization that
is geared towards employers so
that they are connected with immigrants looking for jobs,” says
Naizghi.
MOSAIC became one of the
founding partners of IEC-BC’s
MentorConnect program. Established in 2011, it provides
skilled immigrants in B.C.’s labour market with 24 hours of
mentoring over a four-month
period. Naizghi sees the partnership as a success since MOSAIC has paired 42 mentees
with organizations.
“The MentorConnect program
connects immigrants and refugees with mentors so that they
can start working in their professions in Canada. We provide
referrals and IEC-BC provides
mentors. The MentorConnect For more info: www.iecbc.ca
program helps mentees learn and www.mosaicbc.com
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Left Bank

What can B.C. learn from the
sudden rise of the Alberta NDP?

O

n Saturday night, the Calgary
Flames eliminated the Vancouver Canucks from the Stanley
Cup playoffs. Nobody expected
much out of the Canucks this
year, but the Flames’ ascendance
is even more surprising. Their
line-up is young and largely unknown.
But hockey success is not the
biggest surprise of this Spring in
Alberta. Provincial politics is the
real shocker. After 44 years of
uninterrupted rule, the Progressive Conservatives and Premier
Jim Prentice look to be in real
danger of losing the election on
May 5.
Even more unlikely, it is the Alberta New Democratic Party that
is currently topping the polls,
surging ahead of even the rightwing Wildrose Party. People
have taken to calling this unexpected political shift an Orange
Chinook, a reference to the NDP’s
colour and to the sudden, warm
winds that blow across Alberta
from the mountains.

least they’re aimed at the right
target. Albertans in tax brackets higher than $125,000/year
would pay slightly more, topping out at a new 15 per cent
tax rate for those making over
$300,000/year.
Likewise, the NDP would raise
the corporate tax rate from 10
to 12 per cent. These are preposterously low levels of taxation,
and meant that, during the long
boom in oil prices, corporations
made a killing. The NDP tax reforms are a good first step; they
don’t come close to what’s needed. But after so many years of
cuts and giveaways to big business and the super-rich, even
the incredibly modest reforms
in the direction of a fairer taxation system feels like a big deal.
However paltry the changes
being proposed, it’s a breath of
fresh air to see a political party
campaigning clearly and explicitly on reducing inequality. It’s
a shame that the bottom had to
fall out from the price of oil for

The NDP surge in Alberta is
a result of particular circumstances, including the rapid decline in the price of oil (which
has drained provincial coffers of
royalty money, resulting in a $5
billion deficit) and the fact that
the traditional base of the governing party is split with another contending party on the right.
Nevertheless, the current
campaign by the Alberta NDP offers some lessons for their counterparts here, the B.C. NDP, who
have been relegated to opposition since 2001.
Alberta NDP leader Rachel
Notley is an excellent communicator; in a televised debate last
week she easily outshone the
Premier and other challengers,
projecting competence and confidence. Notley and the NDP are
also presenting some good, clear
progressive policies that focus

the political landscape to begin
to change.
Here in B.C., especially in Vancouver and Victoria, we often
perceive of ourselves as far more
progressive and even enlightened than our provincial neighbours in oil country. The sad reality, however, is that B.C. has been
stuck for a decade and a half with
a government that serves the interests of big business while inequality is left unchecked, school
budgets are squeezed and the
working poor are left in a state of
constant precariousness.
The B.C. NDP would be wise to
begin now, even two years before
the next election, to make reducing inequality and beginning to
return to a fairer system of taxation the focus of their campaign.
For the past three decades
across Canada and around most
of the world, corporations and

“

It’s a breath of fresh air to see a
political party campaigning clearly
and explicitly on reducing inequality.
Twitter: VancouverOpera
Facebook: vancouveropera

Vancouver Opera’s 2014-2015 season concludes
with deliciously dark SWEENEY TODD

Brand new innovative production directed by Kim Collier
features international star baritone Greer Grimsley in the title role
Revenge will be delicious in the final production of Vancouver Opera’s 2014-2015 season: Stephen
Sondheim’s brilliantly thrilling Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street, onstage at the Queen
Elizabeth Theatre for 6 performances April 25 - May 3, 2015.
This innovative new production redefines the conventions of opera: Maestro Jonathan Darlington and
the 26-piece orchestra will be placed in full view on stage, and some of the action will spill over to floor
level at the front of the theatre. The sensational bass-baritone Greer Grimsley, renowned for his operatic
roles in works by Verdi and Wagner, returns to VO for the first time since he sang John the Baptist in
Salome, in 2009, to make his role debut as the demon barber. He is joined by his real-life wife, acclaimed
mezzo-soprano Luretta Bybee, as Mrs. Lovett. Award-winning theatre director Kim Collier, who recently
helmed the Arts Club Theatre’s St. Joan, has conceived the new production and directs the action.
Saturday, April 25 • 7:30pm | Sunday, April 26 • 2:00pm matinée | Thursday, April 30 • 7:30pm
Friday, May 1 • 7:30pm | Saturday, May 2 • 7:30pm | Sunday, May 3 • 2:00pm matinée
All performances take place at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre, corner of Georgia and Hamilton Streets,
Vancouver, B.C.

Photo by Dave Cournoyer

Sweeney Todd will be sung in English with lyrics projected above the stage. Approximate running time:
2 hours 45 minutes (including one intermission)
Tickets are available exclusively through the Vancouver Opera Ticket Centre: 604-683-0222 or www.
vancouveropera.ca. Visa, MasterCard and American Express are accepted. Special pricing for groups of
10 or more is available by phone.
Alberta NDP leader Rachel Notley.

on the grotesque inequality
which has been allowed to fester
and grow under successive governments prioritizing the interests of Big Oil.
Importantly, the Alberta NDP
is the only party in the election
campaign clearly advocating for
higher taxes on both corporations and high income earners.
The tax hikes are small, but at

the rich have been made to pay
less and less taxes, and as a result
the public sector we all rely on
has withered. It’s well past time
to turn things around.
Here’s hoping Albertans continue their shift to the left and
elect the NDP as government on
May 5, or at least official opposition. Let’s see what we can learn
from this Orange Chinook.

THE STORY, IN BRIEF
Anthony, a young sailor has just arrived home and befriended a man called Sweeney Todd. Sweeney, a barber by trade, has
recently been released from jail, where he was sent by a judge who lusted after Sweeney’s daughter. The barber has a score to
settle, and with the help of pie maker Mrs. Lovett, he will stop at nothing to avenge his loss. Using his razor to dispatch unlucky
customers and shuttling the bodies down to Mrs. Lovett’s meat pie shop, Sweeney bides his time, waiting for the moment the
judge sits in his chair for a shave.
Winner of countless awards, Sweeney Todd is darkly comical and endlessly entertaining. The indelible cast of characters and the
evocatively grimy setting combine with Sondheim’s unmatchable lyrics and complex orchestral score for a rich theatrical and
musical experience.

Financial literacy
with a delicious twist
by Debo Odegbile

she knew from past experience
that single mothers, especially
What do smoothies, lasagna low income single mothers,
and egg muffins have to do with have a really difficult time eatpersonal finance? Quite a lot, as ing nutritiously because their
Hunger Actions, a SFU student budget doesn’t allow them to,
group, demonstrates through and that’s how [Hunger Acmonth-long workshops on fi- tions] was created,” she says.
nancial literacy and healthy
cooking for low-income women Food as the medium
Each week of the workshop, the
in Metro Vancouver.
theme varies by national cuiIn March 2015, Hunger Actions sine, such as Mexican, or meal
became one of three winners of the day, e.g., dinner. But all
in Enactus Canada’s Financial workshops follow the same
Education Challenge for West- structure: an interactive cookern Canada and will compete ing portion followed by educain the national Enactus Canada tion on budgeting, nutrition
contest in Toronto on May 11–13. and shopping.
Enactus brings together stu- “We take a creative approach
dents, corporations and aca- to teaching financial literacy
demic leaders to foster social because financial literacy is reentrepreneurship. More than ally boring; that’s why we mix it
1,700 universities in 36 coun- with food,” says Tang.
tries have Enactus projects, inTamara Kropp, a third-year
cluding eight universities in B.C. business student and workshop
Hunger Actions began four coordinator, adds that changing
years ago as the brainchild of mindsets is one of the workLynn Shinto, an SFU student shops’ benefits.
raised by a single mother.
“I think it’s really about letProgram manager Rhythm ting people know what is availTang, a second-year business able to them that they might not
student, explains the impetus have realized they had,” says
for the project.
Kropp. “[There’s] a lot of food
“[Shinto] really liked the con- that we would bypass in grocept of being able to combine cery stores or recipes we would
food and financial literacy, and write off because we didn’t

The Source is currently looking for a cartoonist for the English
section to replace our regular “Spencie’s View” feature. Candidates
should have previous experience creating politically-oriented
cartoons and knowledge of British Columbian/Canadian politics
and current events. Send your resume and samples of your previous
work to info@thelasource.com or monique.kroeger@gmail.com.

Photo courtesy of Hunger Action

The Source needs
a cartoonist!

Participants making a salmon dish.

Photo courtesy of Hunger Action
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realize we could make them
healthy.”

“A life changing experience”

Hunger Actions has helped 181
families in the Lower Mainland
since 2012, growing from 20 participants to 81 so far in 2015 alone.
Many participants are immigrants and some use the program
to aid their integration.
“A lot of the parents that attend,
a lot of them are newcomers to
Canada, so they take these workshops to learn not only skills, but
to help adapt to Canadian culture,”
says Ginny Hsiang, another workshop coordinator and first-year
business student.
Tang adds that these adaptation
skills extend to participants’ children.
“When [parents] come here, they
want to learn more about different nationalities’ foods so that
their kids are able to bring [the
food] to school and still be part of
their friend groups,” she explains.
Another participant, Dawn Marie, 62, says the program made
saving money a reality for her.
“The biggest thing for me was
the budget planning, and I noticed
savings came right after rent as a
fixed expense,” she says. “That’s
life changing – that tells me what
my problem is. My way of looking
at savings was like an optional
thing.”
As for the egg muffin, smoothie
and banana bread recipes Dawn
Marie’s learned so far?
“The food we made? Hallelujah!
I literally sang hallelujah,” she
says. “You know when something
just grabs you and you don’t know
what you’re going to get out of it?
And all of a sudden it’s like everything to you. I’m doing cartwheels
on the inside.”
Hsiang feels the biggest impact
is the savings, which vary by participant, but currently average
$60 a month.
“It doesn’t seem like much to
save, [for example] $70 a week,
but over the course of four weeks,
that’s $280; that can mean the difference between paying a whole
bill and being behind on a payment,” says Hsiang.
For more information visit:
enactushungeractions.
wordpress.com.
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by Jacqueline Salomé

The Italian community
revives its roots

Photo courtesy of SFU

The Source : How did you decide
to make this research about the
Italian community more than another one?
Eva Sajoo : The third generation in an immigrant community seems to have an increased
interest in where their families
came from: reclaiming language
and traditions that their parents
weren’t so interested in. The
director of the Italian Cultural
Centre in Vancouver was talking about a rise in the number of
young Italians coming in to take
Italian language classes. We had
a mutual interest in understanding more about what was driving
this trend.

Eva Sajoo, research assistant at SFU.

“Sister Cities” from page 1

as part of business promotion
for Surrey-based companies who
work in the aerospace industry,”
says Kawlan.
According to the city of Surrey,
the airshow, which takes place
on even numbered years, is not
the only culturally significant
endeavour that Zhuhai has undertaken over the years. During
odd numbered years, the city
also hosts a circus festival, as
well as the Chimelong International Ocean Resort.
Much like the city of Surrey,
Zhuhai is an industrious port
city, which borders Macao in the
south and is adjacent to Hong
Kong in the east. With a population of 1.59 million, Zhuhai is a
thriving city with huge strides
being made in the developments
of transportation, infrastructure,

T.S. : How did this generation’s
grandparents arrived in Canada
and why?
E.S. : Most of them came to
Canada looking for a better life –
better economic opportunities.
Many came from poor rural areas in Italy, where making a decent living was becoming harder
and harder. There are so many
stories of Italians arriving here
with very little money, leaving
behind everyone they knew, and
building new lives for themselves here from the ground up.
A lot of it was driven by sheer determination.
T.S. : How big is the third generation Italian community in Vancouver today?
E.S. : There is a large Italian
community in the city. The cafes and restaurants are a clear
indication. You can see that on
Commercial Drive, on Hastings
Street and, of course, whenever
the World Cup is on. North Burnaby and East Vancouver are the
neighborhoods where the Italian
community is most concentrated.
You will see Italian societies picnicking and playing bocci in Confederation Park, you can get your
Italian food at BOSA Foods and
Cioffi’s Deli and, of course, there
is the massive street festival that
is Italian Day on Commercial
Drive.
T.S. : What is the importance of
their Italian identity? Is there any
struggle in this double identity inherited from the past?
E.S. : For most people, being
Italian was something they were
very proud of. It was about being
rooted in a larger history and
inheriting a rich culture. But it
was not a conflict with being
Canadian. Getting in touch with
their ethnic heritage was seen
as an additional strand in their
Canadian identity. For some who
visited Italy, that made them feel
at home – or helped them understand what made their grandpar-

finance, recreation, tourism and
high-end manufacturing, as well
as in technological industries
such as medical biology according to the Business Development
department of Surrey.
Like Zhuhai, the city of Surrey
has flourished over the years and
will continue to do so, not only

Commemorative marker between
Zhuhai and Surrey.

The website is a place where
readers can access the latest information on culture, entertainment, sports, politics, business
ents the way they were. But for and more. In short, the site and
many others, it reinforced their its social media outlets provide
difference, helping them to see readers with an accessible hub to
how different being Italian-Cana- all things YVR.
dian really was.
Religion was one of the things From basement to blog
that people seemed to struggle The blog’s origination can be atwith a bit. Roman Catholicism tributed to co-founders Bahia
is a big part of Italian traditions and Karm Sumal’s weekly video
and holidays. Going to church game night in Sumal’s parents’
and catechism school as children basement – a ritual that continis something a lot of third gen- ues to this day. The long-time
eration Italians have in common. friends were inspired by their
However, as adults, most did not love for the city, and their desire
practice the faith and identified to challenge the “no fun” stigma
as ‘lapsed Catholics’. Religion that was plaguing Vancouver at
had become more a part of tradi- the time.
“We wanted to show people all
tions than personal belief.
the fun things there are to do in
T.S. : What is the role played by the city, but also provide some
community centers for this gen- discussion in creating more positivity in Vancouver, connecting
eration?
E.S. : The role of the Italian Vancouverites to their city,” says
Cultural Centre (Il Centro) is Bahia, who serves as Vancity
something that is evolving with Buzz’s chief business developa museum, a film festival, lan- ment officer.
Bahia and Sumal had the foreguage classes and events around
food and music. While they draw sight to determine what their
a lot of Italians, they are also audience wanted, and how they
open to the public. In this way, wanted it.
“People don’t have time to read
the Centre both provides for the
Italian community, as well as of- long-form articles and sift through
fering a taste of Italian culture a lot of information to find what
to the city. This study is that the they’re looking for. People just
types of events and services they want it. They want to get in, get
offer will have to change, based what they want and that’s it,” says
on the needs and desires of the Bahia, co-founder and chief business development officer.
third generation.
The publication now generates
T.S. : Were you surprised by the re- a seven-figure revenue and has
60 staff members. It also attracts
sults of this study?
E.S. : We got 104 responses; it 2.2 million unique visitors and
was a snapshot of the Vancouver about 6.6 million page views per
population. The study confirmed month.
our hunch : that there definitely
is a higher level of interest in cul- Top 30 under 30
ture among third generation Ital- Bahia and Sumal have found sucians. At this point, we are looking cess despite neither having a
at ways of comparing the Italian background in journalism. Bahia,
experience to other immigrant however, has always been entrecommunities. Does the third gen- preneurial, dabbling in website
eration behave the same way in design by the age of 11. A Simon
Fraser University business adevery community?
ministration and economics
alumni, he began his career in
Being ‘Ethnic’: Third Generation
real estate but opted to forgo this
Italian Identity in Vancouver
path upon realizing the potential
www.sfu.ca/diaspora-institute/
of Vancity Buzz.
research/being-ethnic.html

Photo courtesy of Manny Bahia

Most people in Vancouver have
family immigrant stories. That
cultural mosaic is a topic that
fascinates the researcher Eva
Sajoo.
“It’s something that makes us
both similar, and distinctive at
the same time,” says Sajoo.
In a new study published last
March for Simon Fraser University and Il Centro, the Italian
Cultural Centre of Vancouver,
she focused on the city’s thirdgeneration Italians and found
out that these young people are
more interested in maintaining
their original cultural identity
than were their immediate predecessors.

Photo courtesy of the City of Surrey

by julie hauville

Vancity Buzz started as an
idea conjured up between two
friends over video games – it’s
now become one of the largest
digital publications in western
Canada and landed co-founder
Manny Bahia on BCBusiness’
Top 30 Under 30 list, which celebrates some of the province’s
most outstanding young business moguls.

due to the mutual understanding
between the sister cities, but also
due to the cultural development
and festivals throughout the city.
As the second largest land port
city in China, Zhuhai maintains
a lead in air quality and has received multiple awards, including Most Beautiful City in China,
the National Civilized City, Westerners’ Favourite and Most Liveable City in China.
“We will continue to nurture
our relationship with the city of
Zhuhai through visits, information sharing and promotion of
our relationship,” says Kawlan
about what is in store for the sisterhood’s future.

twenty-three special wards of
Tokyo, boasts a rich and diverse
culture with a population of over
480,000 people. The friendly sisterhood has enjoyed a collaborative
relationship with student delegation visits throughout the years.
The “City of Water,” as Koto-ku is
known, has a lot in common with
Surrey – it has thriving greenery
and is reliant on the surrounding
water. With Koto-ku’s main industries being information technology,
transportation,
manufacturing
and fisheries, it is one of the fastest
growing cities in Japan according
to the city of Surrey.
Not only has Surrey cultivated
relationships with its two sister
cities, but has also brought about
A second sister
a plethora of new friendships in
In 1989, Surrey also signed a sis- cities around the world, this milter city agreement with Koto-ku, lennium.
Japan. Koto-ku, being one of the
Jincheng, China, which became a

“I realized I needed to focus on
one thing and that was Vancity
Buzz, and put my heart and soul
into it 100 per cent,” says Bahia.
Receiving one of BCBusiness’
Top 30 Under 30 awards shows
the decision has paid off. Bahia
attributes his victory to the team
at Vancity Buzz, and is thankful
for the opportunity it provides
him to give back to the community.
“Growing up in South Vancouver at a time when we didn’t have
many role models, we didn’t have
many people to look up to in our

Manny Bahia, co-founder
of Vancity Buzz.

community. So providing that
and giving back to the kids today
was important,” Bahia says.

What’s to come

Bahia and the Vancity Buzz team
are working on a new app coming out in May, as well as their ever-popular summer patio guide
and a Vancouver condo guide.
They are focusing on their project partnerships with start-up
companies and on building community relationships offline.
The publication hopes to start
organizing its own events. Vancity Buzz co-founded the New
Years Eve fireworks, and intends
to organize a New Years’ Eve
event that Bahia says will boost
Vancouver’s reputation as a
world-class city.
“Our goal is to do more in Vancouver, create positive change,
have discussions about issues
and present them in an easy to
consume manner. [We’re] always
innovating to see where technology is headed and staying ahead
of the curve,” says Bahia.
Readers will have to stay
tuned for even more exciting developments at Vancity Buzz that,
for now, Bahia is keeping under
wraps.
“We’re just excited, we’re
pumped and we have a lot of cool
things in store for metro Vancouver and maybe beyond metro
Vancouver,” says Bahia.
For more information,
visit www.vancitybuzz.com

friendship city in 2006, has a population of about 2.2 million and is
located in the southeast of Shanxi
province of north China. It has a
rich coal industry and has taken
ecological measures to help promote healthy air with the creation
of parks and ecological reserves,
while also shutting down or relocating some of the factories in the
area. according to the Business Development department of Surrey.
Both Ludhiana and Jalandhar,
Punjab were also included as cities of friendship in 2005, Taicang,
China in 2004, Dongjak, Korea in
2000 and Ningbo, China in 1999.
To celebrate the 28th year of sisterhood with Zhuhai, China, the
delegation from Zhuhai, Surrey’s
first sister city, has been contacted
and has indicated they may be visiting in June of 2015, but the visit
has yet to be confirmed.
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B.C. youth communities
helping others near and far
by Katy Thompson
Larissa Franco, a one-quarter
Portuguese and three-quarters Chinese grade 11 student
at Richmond’s R.A. McMath
Secondary School, helped create the Steveston Community
Interact Club. Founded in the
fall of 2014 because of the late
start to the school year caused
by the B.C. teachers strike,
Franco’s club aims to make a
difference both locally and internationally through studentrun projects supported by a
sponsoring rotary club.
As a former member of the
school-based McMath Interact
Club, which was unable to start
up this year because it requires a
sponsor teacher, Franco promoted international understanding
while participating in local service projects.
According to Franco, students
are given the opportunity to take
on their own projects, which help
them develop leadership, teamwork and communication skills
in a collaborative environment.
“I just felt so inspired by the McMath Interact Club that I didn’t
want to let that opportunity go.
I wanted other people to experience the same things I did,” says
Franco.
Inspiration

“

I can hopefully
improve their
lives and make
every day a little
better for them.
Larissa Franco,
co-founder of Steveston
Interact Club

“It feels good to have a team
goal and be able to achieve it,”
says Franco.

Current projects

Like other Interact clubs, the Steveston Community Interact Club
is required to do two service
projects each year: one local and
one international.
On April 17, The Covenant
House Project (part of this year’s
local project) had Franco and
her team collecting items from
a clothing drive and then personally delivering those items to
Covenant House. While there, the
team also helped organize the
donation storage area and was
given a tour of the facilities.
“It was great to go down there
and see the facility itself,” Franco
says.
For the club’s international project, The Philippine Backpack Project, which is due to start its first

Photo courtesy of Samantha Maika

In addition to her involvement in
the McMath Interact Club, Franco’s role as a student delegate at
the 2014 Rotary Youth Leadership Awards also inspired her to
initiate a community-based Interact club.
As a student delegate, Franco
spent a weekend at a leadership
camp where she heard inspirational speakers, attended leadership workshops and participated
in team building activities with
other student delegates from different regions of B.C.
The camp brought together
youths with a common goal to

effect challenging the longstanding idea of a club as a school-wide
activity and not a movement that
can reach further, students from
different schools will join the club.
“We’re the first community Interact club, which means that
anybody from a school that
doesn’t have its own Interact
club is free to join ours,” says
Franco.
Franco also emphasizes the
club’s role in supporting a good
cause while at the same time allowing its young members to develop new, transferrable skills.

The Steveston Interact Club’s core executive team. From left to right:
Samantha Maika, Larissa Franco, Kunal Kumar and Nicole Gustavsson.

make a difference in the world.
Students fed off each other’s
passion and dedication to good
causes.
“I came back very motivated
and inspired by everybody else.
That’s why I decided to step up
and start the Steveston Interact
Club,” says Franco.

phase in early May, the team plans
to collect backpacks and school
supplies to send to underprivileged children in the Philippines.
For those who have the ability
to make a difference, reaching
out and helping the less fortunate can be both empowering
and rewarding.
“I can hopefully improve their
A community club
lives and make every day a little
Its community-based member- better for them,” Franco says.
ship sets the Steveston Community Interact Club apart from For more information visit:
other Interact clubs in B.C. Franco www.richmondreview.com/
hopes by spreading the word, in community/294483771.html
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American sign language on stage
by Ruth Javier
Songs, poems, stories and
speeches are created with
words, the main ingredient
for the Verses Festival in Vancouver this year. The Verses
Festival of Words celebrates
the power of oral and literary
art forms to encourage diversity and inclusion.
The festival has its roots in 2011
as the Vancouver International
Poetry Festival, where the first
official Canadian Individual Poetry Slam Championship took
place. The second year, the festival shifted to its present name,
after community consultation.
Building on 2014 success

Photo by Ruth Javier

The 2014 version of the festival invited Alex Lu to open up a
conversation about accessibility. This term often brings to our
minds the idea of people with
difficulties carrying out everyday routines. In this case Alex is
deaf, but this only made the conversation more interesting.
Lu is a computational biology student at the University of
Western Ontario and identifies
himself as “queer, Chinese-Canadian and Deaf.” He balances
his days between scientific research to be able to speed up
the protocols of diagnosis and
quality of life for people with all
kinds of disabilities and his artistic pursuits.

Lu hopes that the performance can provide audiences
with a better understanding of
the rich culture shared by Deaf
people.
“The point I’m trying to drive
[home] by presenting ASL poetry to a larger audience is that
I want to expose people to the
unique culture behind disability – yes, having a disability
can sometimes be a challenge,
Signs of poetry
but it’s also an incredibly rich
In addition, Lu has been work- source of human experience and
ing closely for the last two culture for many,” Lu says.

Lu says he enjoys both science
and the arts with equal passion,
and declares he could not chose
one over the other. He is the
director-at-large for the Frank
Theatre Company, the largest
queer theatre company on the
West Coast, and also the accessibility director for the British
Rainbow Alliance of the Deaf
(BCRAD).

“

I want to expose people to the
unique culture behind disability.
Alex Lu, co-host of ASL Showcase at the Verses Festival

months with the Verses Festival’s art director Jillian Christmas to put signed poetry on
stage. This is a space where
deaf artists can express their
feelings in an innovative way.
Proving that there is always
room for improvement and inclusion, the festival is providing
the American Sign Language
(ASL) community a window to
show their talents.
“I think ASL poetry really has
the ability to challenge these
conceptions, because it’s a
unique artform that stems from
Deaf culture, both of which can’t
really be gauged with hearing/
able-bodied valued,” says Lu.

The work put into this production will be seen on May 2 at the
Havana Theater at 3 p.m. The
2015 Verses Festival of Words will
be the fifth annual festival organized by Vancouver Poetry House.
The dates include 34 shows, talks
and more. The festival takes
place from April 23–May 3 at various venues clustered around East
Vancouver’s Commercial Drive,
with a mission to inspire and introduce works that include pagebased poetry, spoken word, oral
storytelling and singer-songwriters.
For more information,
visit www.versesfestival.ca.

Alex Lu and co-cordinator Maggie Harkins will be signing the ASL Showcase.

“Verbatim” from page 1

Photo by Steven Lee

more than the sum of our parts.
There might not be a comfort
food that every Canadian eats
after a bad day at the office,
but there are a thousand and
one restaurants we can choose
from that match our changing
appetites. Who’s to say that
that’s not a part of the Canadian identity? Our engulfment
in diversity is something that
we all share. So we do have an
identity, one defined by its inte-

Integrating different cultures
into one greater mosaic is
quintessentially Canadian.

gration of varying ethnic groups
into a greater, whole mosaic.
An important part of being
Canadian is reaching out and
immersing ourselves in ambient
cultures. If we do that then we
have a common Canadian experience. We don’t hide ourselves
away in the safety of our parents’
culture. We accept and embrace
the amazing variety of people
that surround us every day. As a
result, we evolve and learn new
things about ourselves and our
greater community. Each person
I meet can share a unique story
about their ancestry or home
country. Every restaurant, out of
the ostensibly limitless options,
can challenge my taste buds and
take me to a place far away, all
the while allowing me to stay
right where I am. Like any threedimensional character, Canada
evolves as its inhabitants experience new things, especially different cultures.
Our common identity is
strengthened by our willing ac-

ceptance of diversity. Here in
British Columbia, for example,
our composite personalities,
variegated as they are, share
certain qualities, including a
general dislike of rainy weather,
but a preference for rain over
snow. We Canadians believe in
such values as liberty, equality
and justice. These fundamental
commonalities are every bit as
important as our cultural vibrancy in defining the Canadian identity. While immigrants
add new layers to Canada’s ever-growing personality, these
core beliefs don’t change. Despite our diverse backgrounds,
there is always something that
we all share.
If I opened a book about Canadian culture, I might not get
a clear-cut picture of the country’s cuisine, music or art, but
that’s what makes Canada so
special. I live in one of the most
culturally vibrant countries in
the world, and I wouldn’t have
it any other way.

Documenting personal stories
of underclass China at DOXA
The Source 9
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Need the skills
to find a job?
We can help!
Design a fantastic resume and cover
letter, fine tune your interview
techniques, learn valuable skills
to succeed in the Canadian
workplace, gain insight into the
job market, access special services
for skilled works – all at NO COST.
The Progressive Intercultural
Community Services (PICS) Society,
Vancouver Branch, has been helping
immigrants and newcomers to
Canada for over 14 years !
Our Group Job Search Workshops
are a flexible, 5 module rotating
program, running weekly, with 16
sessions each month. This includes
basic computer orientation, with
instruction on using Word and
Excel, and accessing the Internet.
Workshops are held within a
culturally diverse environment, led
by qualified facilitators.
Past and current E.I. receipients are
always welcome. Knowledgeable
case managers are available to
guide you through the process of
reaching your career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers oneon-one employment assistance,
paid on-the-job work experience
through our Wage Subsidy program,
and a one-stop Career Centre
with a broad range of job hunting
resources. Funding for all programs
is provided by the Ministry of Social
Development, Employment and
Labour Market Services Division.

Please call 604-324-7733,
go to www.pics.bc.ca, or
visit us at 200-8161 Main St.,
Vancouver, to find out how
we can best help you.

The films in the Wild Grass program are a small sampling of the
output of an ongoing cinematic
revolution in China. Zhang Yaxuan, film critic and the Wild Grass’
guest curator, compares recent
Chinese independent documentary to what the Chinese poet Lǔ
Xùn called “wild grass” – a modest, yet resolute, symbol of life
growing and surviving in inhospitable environments.
“Within the cultural fabric of
Chinese society, independent
film has not yet achieved a conclusive and appropriate position,
let alone an imposing one,” Zhang
says. “This is also the reason why
the imagery of wild grass remains such an appropriate analogy for independent film today.”
While Chinese mainstream
documentaries tend to mimic
the tradition of propaganda film
and reinforce state ideology
and social organization, Zhang
argues independent film undermines official authority and creates its own unique traditions
and aesthetics. Independent
filmmakers focus on stories that
aren’t normally covered by the
mainstream media: neglected
stories of the underclass citi-

Photo courtesy of The Artsbiz Public Relations

One of this year’s programs is
Wild Grass: New Chinese Images, which highlights emerging trends in independent documentary filmmaking in China.
Dorothy Woodend, DOXA director of programming, says these
films mix different forms of
expression and combine experimental and conventional modes
of filming, leading to unique
storytelling.
“There is a very rough and
ready sensibility to these films –
it’s not nearly as slick or formalized as Western films – and there
is a freshness, a new kind of filmmaking not informed by film
school aesthetics. That’s where
you get new types of storytell-

A new kind of
Chinese documentary

Director Shen Jie in a scene from “Karst Elegies.”

zens of Chinese society. The rise
of digital technology has helped
liberate filmmakers’ dependency on official technical resources in order to elicit a more personal relationship between film
and subject.
“Independent film’s relationship with society became simpler
and clearer; just like the shoots of
wild grass spreading out across
a wasteland, it possessed an explicit non-official nature,” says
Zhang. “The individual is not
obliged to come from the right
family, or possess any specific
identity or an elite background.

[Digital technology] has distributed power and possibilities to
every individual for them to use
video cameras and make films.”
From Inner Mongolia
to the South China Karst

The films in the Wild Grass selection embody several recurring
themes in Chinese independent
documentary filmmaking: the
lives of ordinary people, the
physical environment and the
tenuous relationship between
urban and rural culture.
For instance, Xu Tong’s “Cut
Out the Eyes” provides a glimpse

of Er Housheng’s life as an Er ren
tai wandering performer. Xu follows the performer around the
Inner Mongolia Autonomous
Region and shows how, through
song and comedy, Housheng entertains his audiences, enriches
the lives of his family and perseveres in a world of darkness.
Shen Jie’s “Karst Elegies” revisits the director’s home village, a tranquil countryside that
is slowly being urbanized. Shen
explores the myriad attitudes
and experiences its residents
have had and, through a fire
ritual, offers an elegy for the
dead and a prayer of hope for his
hometown.
These, and the other films of
Wild Grass, highlight the everchanging stories of an intensely
personal China, one rarely seen
before.
“Many filmmakers have been
working and advancing in silence. But this is the toughness of
Chinese independent documentary. They have all taken their
own paths, but they all delve
deeply into the textures of Chinese society, recording and preserving images and memories for
posterity,” says Zhang.

To learn more about Wild Grass
and the other films and programs
playing at DOXA, please visit
www.doxafestival.ca

Richmond celebrates dance and diversity
with its first International Dance Day event
by Alison Chiang
International Dance Day, celebrated every year on April
29, has been going on for over
30 years. This year, the celebration comes to Richmond.
Richmond’s first annual International Dance Day event
presents a group of around 70
performers showcasing their
cultures, stories, and unique
dance styles – from the expressive hand gestures of Indian
classical dance to the intricate
footwork of Serbian folk dance.

The theme this year is “Community Quilt,” which highlights
the work of a variety of artists
and performers, and shines a
spotlight on cultural diversity in
Richmond.
“It’s not just a show where dancers perform their piece and leave,
but where people come together.
It’s very multicultural,” says Mulye.

Classical Indian

Bharata Natyam is one of several dance styles that attendees
can expect to see at the event. It
may not sound familiar to many
people, but it is what Mulye has
Sudnya Mulye, who helped create been practicing for many years.
International Dance Day Rich- Bharata Natyam is one of eight
mond with several other dance classical Indian dances, originatgroups and serves as the event’s ing in temples and dating back
artistic director, says it is about thousands of years.
“It’s a dance heavily steeped in
time the City of Richmond had its
mythology with lots of intricate
own festival.
“It would bring something new footwork,” says Mulye.
Mulye grew up in Bombay, Into the city,” says Mulye.
dia with a family that was involved in the arts. She has been
dancing her whole life and received both her undergraduate
and graduate degrees in dance.
“When I moved to Vancouver,
there was no culture shock because I came from Bombay, a vibrant city. But in Vancouver, even
today, it’s hard to have full support for Indian classical dance,”
says Mulye, adding that most
people are familiar with Bhangra
or
Bollywood-style
Indian
dancing.

Photo courtesy of Isidora Markovic

The annual Vancouver Documentary Film Festival, DOXA,
has been showcasing and celebrating independent documentary films since 2000 and
this year’s event, which will
take place at various cinematic venues around the city from
April 30 to May 10, will be the
longest DOXA festival at 11
days. The festival will host a
number of different thematic
programs in order to explore
the full range of what’s happening in documentary filmmaking around the world.

ing and ideas, and that’s what we
were looking for,” says Woodend.

Bozana Markovic has been dancing
in a Serbian folk group since the age
of three.

at the event, presented by the Serbian Dance Ensemble, Zavijac. Isidora and Dragan Markovic opened
Zavicaj in 2010 after 15 years of
working with Serbian folk dancers
in the Vancouver area. Both of the
Markovics grew up in Uzice, Serbia. Isidora Markovic started Serbian folk dancing at the age of 10;
moving to Canada at the age of 20,
she started teaching Serbian folk
dancing in churches.
“We didn’t open up this busiFinding their feet
ness just to set up a business, we
Serbian folk dancing is another went with our hearts,” says IsidoSudnya Mulye, traditional Indian dancer. style of dance that will be featured ra Markovic, who enjoys working
Photo by Shripad Bhonsle

by Simon Yee

with people who share a similar
passion in the arts and are open
to new ideas.
“Serbian folk dancing is very
diverse, with each region of the
country having its own style of
dance and costumes,” says Isidora Markovic.
Dancers’ silk costumes in the
south of the country have Turkish, Serbian and Gypsy influences, whereas the thicker garments such as wool come from
the mountains in the north.
The Markovics visit Serbia regularly to study the latest style of
dancing and bring it back to teach
their students in Vancouver.
“We want to reach out to different nationalities and want other
people to see and try our type of
dancing,” says Isidora Markovic.
Zavicaj has three age groups of
dancers along with a recreational group of 25- to 65-year-olds, as
well as a few children with mixed
backgrounds. The school also
aims to teach the Serbian language through singing.
For International Dance Day,
Isidora Markovic hopes people
will enjoy the diversity and appreciate the work of the dance
groups.
“When you are in the audience
and hear singing and see the
dancing, that inspires you, and
you don’t need to understand
the words or steps,” says Isidora
Markovic.

International Dance Day Richmond,
May 3 at Richmond Cultural Centre
For more information visit
tinyurl.com/DanceDayRichmond
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Brassy tunes from
a faraway land
by Katy Thompson

A Scientific Artist Shares her
Way of Looking at the World
SAGA Thursday Artist Talk with Willa Downing, May 7, 7:30pm
Art and science aren’t usually close companions. However, Surrey resident Willa Downing has made a career
out of both. On Thursday, May 7 at 7:30pm as part of the Thursday Artist Talk series at the Surrey Art Gallery,
you’ll discover how she tackles the intriguing dialogue between the two fields. She says, “Although different,
art and science share some characteristics. Both use abstract models to understand the world. Both seek to
create works with universal meaning. Both are creative: a sense of wonder opens up new possibilities for the
imagination, new geographies for the creative process.” Illustrated with slides and a portfolio of drawings,
Downing will discuss her recent body of work that ranges from “wilderness survival skills” to the dialogue in
Pride and Prejudice.
With a PhD in biochemistry from the University of British Columbia, Willa has worked in plant research in
Canada and abroad. Her scientific work has been published in several international, peer-reviewed journals.
Also devoted to making art, Willa has a diploma in painting and drawing from the Emily Carr College (now
University) of Art + Design. Inspired by revelations, made by science, of the intricacies and beauty of nature,
her work examines wonders of nature in the microscopic and macroscopic. Willa’s work has been exhibited in
Metro Vancouver and Victoria. Willa now lives and works in Surrey, BC. For more information about her work,
visit Willa’s website: www.willadowning.ca
There will be time for questions and conversation during and following the talk. The event concludes by 9pm.
Refreshments are provided. This event is presented by the Surrey Art Gallery Association in partnership with
the Surrey Art Gallery, and with support from the Arts Council of Surrey.
Surrey Art Gallery Association (SAGA) is a non-profit society that offers its members the opportunity to participate in and
respond to contemporary art, and be part of a community that actively supports the Surrey Art Gallery. Surrey Art Gallery
is located at 13750-88 Avenue, 1 block east of King George Boulevard, in Bear Creek Park. 604-501-5566 | www.surrey.ca/
artgallery.

Photo courtesy of Orkestra Silvovica

cal folk tunes and Romani stylizations such as incredibly fast
The Balkan Brass band Orke- runs and complex and fluid ornastar Slivovica is an 8–12 piece mentation.
ensemble that brings to Van- “It bears a fleeting resemblance
couver a colourful conflation to klezmer or some Latin music
of Eastern European musical such as mariachi, but it is really
traditions. On May 8–9 they quite unique,” Schneider says.
will host and perform at the
Ederlezi Balkan Brass Festival, A brief history of the festival
which will feature several Bal- Orkestar Silvitica first conceived
kan bands and other festivities. of the Ederlezi Balkan Brass
Festival to build a community of
The event will feature three bands music-lovers, and quickly found
from Seattle, three local folk dance success.
For the festival’s original edigroups, and two Balkan musical
ensembles outside of the brass tra- tion in 2010, the band rented
dition. In addition to music, there a hall and invited Orkestar
will be folk dance music work- Zirkonium, a Seattle-based band,
shops both evenings and daytime and other local projects to perworkshops for singing, drumming form with them.
“When we had over 100 people
and brass on May 9.
lined up down the street that we
A unique sound
couldn’t let in, we knew we were
Founding member Oliver Schnei- onto something!” Schneider reder started Orkestar Slivovica calls.
The festival, which emulates
after becoming enamoured with
the Eastern European musical Serbia’s Guca Festival, is also
an opportunity for Schneider to
landscape.
“I happened across a tune by bring his musical experiences
Boban Markovic, perhaps the abroad close to home.
“Since [2010] it has been a 2 day
most famous and one of the best
performers of [Balkan brass], on event and a bit of a mini-Guca
a university radio station while I Festival, though without the
competition factor,” he says.
was at work,” says Scheneider.
In recent years, the band’s deHe was so intrigued he soon
booked a ticket to Serbia to at- sire for musical development has
tend the Guca Festival, a compe- become the main impetus behind
tition featuring dozens of bands, the festival, although a strong
sense of community and festivity
to hear the music in-person.
“I got to see the whole spec- prevails.
Each year, the band invites
trum of amazingly proficient
bands down to ad-hoc busking acclaimed trumpeter Demiran
bands, and also met a number Ćerimović to headline the festiof musicians and even complete val and spends April furiously
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Orkestra Silvovica, a Balkan brass ensemble.

bands from France and Italy and
other places who play the genre,”
he says.
The genre is born of various
cultural roots – a musical mosaic depicting South-Eastern Europe’s cultural legacy.
“Balkan Brass, as we call it in
the West, is actually quite varied,
with distinctly different traditions in various regions of SouthEastern Europe. [We] specialize
in the tradition from South Serbia and North-Eastern Macedonia, where it is known as ‘Trubachi’,” Schneider explains
Woven from various musical
influences, Orkestar Slivovica’s
unique sound is defined by exotic flourishes and robust performances.
The sound is a combination of
Ottoman rhythms and scales, lo-

rehearsing to prepare to play
with him.
“This has now become the
main motivation behind the festival, though of course we still
value community building with Award-winning choirs deliver artistry, spirit, community and heart to concert-goers
our sister bands and throwing
a great party for our many fans,” From Sea to Sea: Sunday, June 7th, 2015. 7pm at the Evergreen Cultural Centre, 1205 Pinetree Way,
Coquitlam. Enjoy songs of travel, adventure and risk on high seas, beautiful songs of Canada, and rollicksays Schneider.

COASTAL SOUND OFFERS AN UPLIFTING
CHORAL EXPERIENCE WITH NEW SEASON

Ederlezi Balkan Brass Festival
May 8–9
Grandview Legion, 2205
Commercial Drive, Vancouver.
Tickets: caravanbc.com

There will also be a movie
night at the Rio Theatre,
1660 East Broadway,
on May 3 at 6:00 p.m.,
with a preview performance by
Orkestar Slivovica and Demiran
Ćerimović. Tickets at the door.

ing folk tunes from our Maritimes and East Coast. Join us as we celebrate our vast and inspiring country,
through songs of the sea and the waterways that unite us all.
Indiekör: Saturday, June 14th, 2015. 7:30 pm at the Vogue Theatre, 918 Granville Street, Vancouver. Experience what everyone is talking about! Mixing Mumford and Sons with Monteverdi, Coastal Sound Youth
Choir and local indie band The Salteens join forces for a fourth year to present their innovative cross pollination of classical choral music and indie rock. Choral music just got cooler than ever.
Ticket pricing and purchase information for all shows at www.coastalsoundmusic.com. VIP Season Pass
program for preferred seating and other advantages available until November 1st, 2014.
About the Coastal Sound Music Academy
Coastal Sound Music connects singers and outstanding choral music educators with the community. From the wee 4 to
5 year old â€œSourcesâ€ song play program, to the professional and award winning Youth and Childrenâ€™s Choirs,
to DeCoro, a new choral experience for adults, there is a place for singers to share a sense of spirit, artistry, heart and
community.
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The good weather is accompanied by wonderful events for
the entire family! From dance to
art shows, there’s something for
everyone. These events are featured all over the Lower Mainland so find one near you and
enjoy!

***

International Dance Day
April 29, 12–7:30 p.m.
Various Locations & the
Scotiabank Dance Centre
677 Davie St., Vancouver
www.thedancecentre.ca

Come down to the Dance Centre for International Dance Day!
This all-day event showcases
dances from around the world
and shows just how diverse
dance can be. Varying from swing
dance to Bollywood dance, come
and experience the fun festivities happening at the Scotiabank
Dance Centre! Admission is free.

***

DOXA Festival
April 30–May 10
Various Locations
www.doxafestival.ca
(604) 646-3200

St. Andrew’s-Wesley
United Church
100-1022 Nelson St.,
Vancouver
www.elektra.ca

companied by a traditional Chinese recipe.

***

Chinese Brush Painting Birds
May 7, 12–1:30 p.m.
The third annual Tapestry Inter- Moberly Arts & Cultural Centre
national 2015 is back to celebrate 7646 Prince Albert St., Vancouver
women’s choirs! Elektra brings www.vancouverbirdweek.ca
together outstanding ensembles
from all around the world. Come Celebrate Vancouver bird week
join others as they gather to- and join Chinese brush painter,
gether to celebrate and listen to Mabel Wan Yin Leung to create
the wonderful sounds. May 1st is your own bird painting! The event
Choral Threads, a free, full-length features Chinese brush painting,
concert open to the public. May and Leung will personally show
2nd is the gala concert where dif- you how to use the traditional art
ferent musical guests perform style to create different types of
birds!
with the choir.

***

***

Photo by Jerry Rothwell

DOXA is a documentary film festival with films from around the
world. Learn more about the
world around you as you choose
from documentaries taking place
all over the Lower Mainland.

A piece of work featured in the Heaven, Hell, & Somewhere in Between Exhibition.

The Film How to Change the World is featured at the DOXA film festival.

***

Commercial Drive Street Party
May 1, 8:30 p.m.
Grandview Park
1657 Charles St., Vancouver
www.facebook.com/
events/910294525687666/
The Commercial Drive Street party is here for the first time ever!
Join in on the fun activities, loud
music and tons of amazing food.
With a free BBQ and live music,
this is a street party you won’t
want to miss. Bring a couple of
friends and enjoy all that Commercial Drive has to offer.

***

DaySleeper by Kevin Boyle
May 1–23
Kimoto Gallery
1525 W. 6th Ave., Vancouver
www.kevinboylestudio.com

In the age of social media, we
have everything accessible at our
finger tips. Kevin Boyle draws attention to this in his exhibition
DaySleeper. His photographs
display old buildings and different fixtures in the night. Boyle’s
work explores the darkness, and
he tries to bring together social
media and how society is further
being drawn into the dark.

***

Tapestry International 2015
May 1–2

Surrey Youth Basketball
& Breakdance Showcase
May 2, 10–9 p.m.
Guildford Recreation Centre
15105 105 Ave., Surrey
www.surrey.ca/youth/363.aspx
Join the youth of Surrey in their
annual Youth Basketball & Breakdance Showcase. The all-day affair is full of basketball tournaments, breakdance battles and
hip-hop showcases. The event
also features a resource table
where youth can go to learn more
about different issues. With fun
activities like a photo booth and
caricature artists, this is an event
you don’t want to miss!

***

Book Launch: Chinese
Fairy Tale Feasts by Paul Yee
May 3, 4–6 p.m.
Dr. Sun Yat-Sen Classical
Chinese Garden
578 Carrall St., Vancouver
www.vancouverchinesegarden.com
(604) 662-3207

Paul Yee is a winner of the Governor General’s Literary Award for
Children’s Literature. Yee brings
excitement to Chinese folklore in
his children’s book Chinese Fairy
Tale Feasts. With an appearance
by the writer himself, come down,
ask questions and engage in discussions. Yee’s book features
many Chinese tales that are ac-

Wu Man and the
Shanghai Quartet
May 9, 8–10 p.m.
Chan Centre for
the Performing Arts
6265 Crescent Rd., Vancouver
www.chancentre.com
(604) 822-9197

The Chan Centre presents Wu
Man and the Shanghai Quartet
for an unforgettable concert. The
concert is full of rich traditional
Chinese sounds that are unique
and tasteful. The concert features
different traditional Chinese folk
songs along with other works
such as Beethoven.

***

A Night with Grizzlies
May 12, 7–9 p.m.
Centennial Theatre
2300 Lonsdale Ave.,
North Vancouver
www.coasttocascades.org

Want to learn more about the
majestic grizzly bear? This is an
event all about grizzly bears and
why they matter to us. Join the
lecture on what we know about
grizzly bears and why they’re
good for people by listening to
people who work alongside these
iconic bears.

***

Heaven, Hell &
Somewhere in Between
May 12s–Oct. 12
Museum of Anthropology
6393 NW Marine Dr.,
Vancouver
www.moa.ubc.ca
(604) 822-3825

UBC and the Museum of Anthropology present Heaven, Hell &
Somewhere in Between. This
exhibition features a collection
of Portuguese popular art. It features graffiti, murals and so much
more. The exhibition is said to reflect national identity, history and
creativity.
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Street Photography by Denis Bouvier

Fisherman’s Wharf,
Victoria

Vibrant, colourful, filled with
restaurants, fishing boats,
pleasure boats and floating
homes. Rent kayaks, go whale
watching, feed harbour seals.
All this and more is Victoria’s
Fisherman’s Wharf. And it’s
just a 10 minute walk from Victoria’s Inner Habour or can be
accessed by a Harbour Ferry
from in front of the Empress
Hotel. You also enter and park
off Dallas Road.
So how did this area evolve?
Historically, it had been used
by the Coast Salish peoples to
harvest shellfish. European
settlers named it Major Bay in
the 1850s. From 1859 to almost
1900, Major Bay functioned
as a shipyard named Laing’s
Ways, building and repairing
vessels. It built paddle steamers for the Cariboo Gold Rush
and then sealing schooners as

the demand for seal fur boomed.
Coast Salish were part of the
sealing crew as they were skilled
traditional seal hunters. Victoria
Harbour was home to nearly 100
sealing vessels in 1895. In 1889,
Laing’s Ways built the Lorne, a
157-foot steam tug for the Dunsmuir coal interests which
stayed in service until 1936.
After Laing’s Ways closed, Major Bay became the host of small
fishing boats, transient barges
and float home dwellers for almost the first half of the 20th century. Float homes were built in
B.C. on log rafts to house coastal
loggers but became a form of affordable housing in Victoria Harbour.
In 1947, the federal government
built Fisherman’s Wharf to facilitate larger fishing vessels as the
fishing industry boomed from
this time to around 1990.

Salmon was king and the shellfish industry was thriving, especially in the production of crabmeat. For many years, there was a
blessing of the fleet by a clergyman
when the fishing fleet would depart in late spring and not return
till the fall brought bad weather.
Although a multitude of fishing
vessels were moored at Fisherman’s Wharf, from the 1970s to
2000 two docks were home to a
diverse, eccentric and often transient community of people. They
were boisterous and local police
were often breaking up fights.
Some of these dock occupants
lived in float homes but others
occupied a sundry array of vessels including trimarans, Chinese
junks and even boat moulds. Supervising this motley group was
someone called a wharfinger
who tried to collect moorage fees
and create some order.

As the fishing industry began
to decline in the 1990s, more
space was allotted to float homes
and “live aboards” occupying a
variety of vessels. In 2002 Fishernan’s Wharf came under the
auspices of the Greater Victoria
Harbour Authority (GVHA). The
float home owners had become
well established, and 33 berths
were set aside for them by the
GVHA. However, the relationship
between the GVHA and the residents of the float homes was not
at all positive. Then in 2011, a new
head of the GVHA was appointed,
began a dialogue, and offered
the residents a long-term occupancy agreement that made life
easier for everyone. Today, the
float home owners are known as
a tight-knit, friendly community.
There are 33 homes moored at
the 33 berths spread over three
piers, from one-storey cottages

to homes as high as three storeys. The homes are eclectic,
colourful and can sell at a range
of $175,000 to $400,0000.
Even the restaurants at Fisherman’s Wharf have a flair to
them. Barb’s Fish & Chips has
been rated as one of the top
10 seafood spots by the sea in
North America. It has been
part of a film set for the series
Sea Hunt and been featured
on the TV Food Network. Grilligan’s BBQ is not only tied to
a dock like a float home, but is
the only restaurant in Victoria where kayakers can enjoy
a “paddle-thru” window to get
their food!
If you’re looking for an exciting spot to visit in Victoria, pick
a sunny day and Fisherman’s
Wharf will not disappoint.
Don Richardson

Recipe by Jen dela Luna

Gnocchi di Patate Burro e Salvia (Potato gnocchi with butter and sage)
The first time I made gnocchi
was in a friend’s kitchen with
her grandmother – a boisterous Italian woman who insisted that I, too, call her nonna
– and those flour-dusted mem-

ories have stuck with me ever
since.
Gnocchi is fantastic to make
in a large batch on a weekend,
and can be refrigerated in its
dough form, or frozen after

shaping – just be sure to halffreeze them on a sheet pan first,
to make sure they don’t stick
together. Once cooked, they’re
perfect as a side dish or can
quite easily be the main attraction themselves.
Though you can dress it in
sauce, smother it in cheese, bake
it, or even do all of the above… I
much prefer creating something
far simpler; the result is light,
crisp, and lets the simplicity of
the ingredients below to shine
through.

Yield: 6 Generous Servings
Ingredients

Gnocchi like nonna makes it.

• 3 large russet potatoes
• 1 ½ cups all purpose flour,
plus additional for dusting
• 1 egg
• Salt
• Black pepper, freshly cracked
• Nutmeg
• 1 stick butter

• Fresh sage leaves
• Optional: Parmesan cheese,
grated
Method

1. After piercing the potatoes
several times with a fork,
place them on a tray and bake
in a 425˚F oven for about an
hour to 70 minutes, or until
they yield to a fork or knife
with little resistance. You
may wish to wrap the potatoes in foil before baking so
the skins do not blister and
crisp up.
2. While potatoes are still hot,
mash them by hand, or pass
through a ricer. Mix in the
egg, stirring thoroughly to
combine, and season with salt,
pepper, and nutmeg.
3. Sift the flour in stages, mixing
it through until the mashed
potatoes form a dough. Take
note that this dough is not
meant to be handled or kneaded like bread or pastry dough;

you definitely want to maintain its light airiness.
4. With floured hands, take
the dough in segments and
turn it out onto a floured
surface. Roll the dough into
a log half an inch in diameter.
Cut this log into one inch
segments.
5. Though shaping the gnocchi
against a special wooden
board or the tines of a fork is
traditional, it is optional.
6. Poach in salted, simmering
water for approximately
three minutes. The gnocchi
will float to the top and be
slightly translucent around
the edges when done. Drain
on a paper towel.
7. Once dried, brown the gnocchi in a pan with melted butter and sage until crisp and
golden brown – be careful
not to burn the herbs!
8. Grate
fresh
parmesan
cheese atop to finish, if you
wish, and serve hot.

